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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a tray capable of satisfactorily transporting or storing a brittle columnar body without damaging the body.

2. Description of the Related Art

As a catalyst or a filter for a car which purifies an exhaust gas from the car, a honeycomb structure having a columnar shape including a circular or elliptic section which is vertical in an axial direction is used. To ship such a honeycomb structure as a product, the structure is subjected to operations such as packing, transporting and storing. However, the honeycomb structure is mainly made of a ceramic which is a brittle material. Therefore, this involves a problem that the structure is easily damaged under impact due to vibrations generated during the operations.

A similar problem applies to general ceramic products. Furthermore, the problem applies to all columnar products such as a narrow-sense glass product and a plastic product, excluding the ceramic product, which are formed of the brittle material. It is to be noted that examples of a prior document concerning prevention of the damage on the ceramic product include Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 9-226837. EP-A-1 752 390 published on 14 February 2007 (corresponding to WO 2006/132011 published on 14 December 2006 after the priority date claimed in this application) describes packaging material for transporting honeycombs including a tray having recesses to receive the ends of the honeycomb. Each recess has a raised bottom portion separated from the side wall by a groove. In one embodiment the side wall of the recess is tapered, increasing in diameter towards the bottom of the recess.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been developed in view of the above-mentioned situations, and an object thereof is to provide means for satisfactorily storing or transporting a columnar product formed of a brittle material which is easily damaged without damaging the product. As a result of repeated investigations, it has been found that, when the product is packaged using the following tray, the above object can be achieved.

That is, first, according to the present invention, there is provided a tray for a brittle columnar body (hereinafter referred to simply as the tray) which is used to transport or hold the brittle columnar body as set out in claim 1.

In the present specification, the tray is expressed as the plate-like tray including the pocket. The tray is used to transport or hold an object, and can also be expressed as a server, a shallow box or a plate including a peripheral wall. The brittle columnar body is a formed brittle body which is easily damaged and which has a columnar shape. The pocket is not only a bag-like storage member but also a depression or a shallow hole.

In a preferable configuration, the raised portion has a constant height. However, when the height is not constant, the height TB of the raised portion disposed on the bottom surface and the height TS of the raised portion disposed on the side surface are heights of the highest portions from the bottom surface and the side surface. The distance DB between the side surface facing to the corner of the tray of the raised portion disposed on the bottom surface of the tray and the side surface of the tray and the distance DS between the side surface facing to the corner of the tray of the raised portion disposed on the side surface of the tray and the bottom surface are respectively the distances between the side surface or the bottom surface of the tray and each closest end side of raised portions.

In the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention, it is preferable that the raised portion disposed on the side surface as a part of defining a pocket is constituted of a member which is different from that of the side surface (of a tray main body). In this case, the only raised portion may be attached as the separate member. Examples of an especially preferable configuration include a configuration where on one tray member which does not have the only raised portion disposed on the side surface forming the pocket, there is superimposed another tray member having the only raised portion disposed on the side surface of the tray defining a part of a pocket. That is, the examples include a tray having a double structure.

It is preferable that the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention is formed of a main material including one of polypropylene, polyethylene, polyethylene terephthalate, vinyl chloride, iron, aluminum and paper. When the tray is formed of a plastic material such as polypropylene, polyethylene or polyethylene terephthalate, the tray has a preferable thickness of about 0.3 to 2.0 mm.

It is preferable that the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention is formed of a foam material. Examples of a preferable foam material include a material obtained by foam-forming a polyolefin-based resin. The polyolefin-based resin is a copolymer or the like mainly made of polyethylene, polypropylene and olefin.

Next, according to the present invention, there is provided a packaging body comprising: two trays for the brittle columnar body described above; and a box in which the two trays for the brittle columnar body and the brittle columnar body supported by two trays for the brittle columnar body are held. As the box in which the brittle columnar body is held, a cardboard box is preferably used.
The tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention, has raised portions respectively on a bottom surface and side surfaces of the tray defining a part of a pocket at portions except a corner portion of the pocket where the bottom surface and the side surface of the tray come in contact, wherein a height of the raised portion TB disposed on the bottom surface of the tray, a distance DS is a distance between the side surface facing to the corner of the tray of the raised portion disposed on the side surface of the tray and the bottom surface of the tray, a height of the raised portion TS disposed on the side surface of the tray, and a distance DB is a distance between the side surface facing to the corner of the tray of the raised portion disposed on the bottom surface of the tray and the side surface of the tray, meet relations of DS > TB and DB > TS, therefore the bottom surface and the side surface forming the pocket are provided with the raised portions disposed at portions except the corners of the pocket where the bottom surface comes in contact with the side surface, respectively. Therefore, when an end surface of the brittle columnar body is held in the pocket at the end side of the columnar body, the end surface of the brittle columnar body abuts on the raised portion of the pocket forming bottom surface of the tray. Moreover, a peripheral surface of the brittle columnar body abuts on the raised portion of the pocket forming side surface of the tray, and the brittle columnar body is firmly fixed. Furthermore, as a result, an edge portion (a portion where the end surface comes in contact with the peripheral surface) of the brittle columnar body which is supposed to be most easily damaged does not abut on the tray. Therefore, in a case where this tray is used during packaging, even if vibrations are caused by a transporting or storing operation after the packaging, the brittle columnar body does not unintentionally move in the packaging body. Moreover, any useless stress is not applied to the edge portion of the brittle columnar body. Therefore, when the brittle columnar body is held or transported, the problem does not occur that the edge portion of the brittle columnar body touches the tray and the packaging body and is impacted and damaged.

In the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention, in the preferable configuration, the raised portion disposed on the side surface forming the pocket is constituted of the member which is different from that of the side surface. In a further preferable configuration, the tray has a double structure where the one tray member which does not have the only raised portion disposed on the bottom surface forming the pocket is superimposed on the other tray member having the only raised portion disposed on the bottom surface forming the pocket. Therefore, the tray is easily prepared. That is, it is sometimes difficult to especially form the raised portion disposed on the pocket forming side surface, depending on the material for use in the tray and a method of forming the tray. However, when this portion is constituted of the (attachable) separate member, difficulty in forming the tray can be overcome.

FIG. 1 is a plan view (a top plan view) showing one embodiment of a tray for a brittle columnar body according to the present invention; FIG. 2 is a sectional view cut along the AA line of FIG. 1; FIG. 3 is a sectional view cut along the BB line of FIG. 1; FIG. 4 is a sectional view cut along the CC line of FIG. 1, showing a section of a part of the tray in a case where a honeycomb structure as one example of the brittle columnar body is held in the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention; FIG. 5 is a sectional view cut along the JJ line of FIG. 1, showing a section of a part of the tray in a case where the honeycomb structure as one example of the brittle columnar body is held in the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention; FIG. 6 is a sectional view showing a configuration different from that of FIG. 4, in which a stepped portion is generated at a side surface forming a pocket in one embodiment of the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention; FIG. 7 is a perspective view of one embodiment of a packaging body according to the present invention, showing a state in which the brittle columnar body is held in the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention, before the tray is held in a box; FIG. 8 is a perspective view showing one embodiment of a packaging body according to the present invention; FIG. 9 is a plan view (a top plan view) showing one example of a tray member constituting a tray for a brittle columnar body according to the present invention shown in FIG. 15; FIG. 10 is a sectional view cut along the CC line of FIG. 9; FIG. 11 is a sectional view cut along the DD line of FIG. 9; FIG. 12 is a plan view (a top plan view) showing one example of the tray member constituting the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention shown in FIG. 15; FIG. 13 is a sectional view cut along the EE line of FIG. 12; FIG. 14 is a sectional view cut along the FF line of FIG. 12; FIG. 15 is a plan view (a top plan view) showing another embodiment of the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention; FIG. 16 is a sectional view cut along the GG line of FIG. 15; FIG. 17 is a diagram showing a section (correspond-
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0016] A mode for carrying out the present invention will hereinafter be described with reference to the drawings as desired, but the present invention should not be limited to these examples when interpreted. The present invention can variously be changed, modified, improved and replaced based on knowledge of any person skilled in the art. For example, the drawings show preferable modes for carrying out the present invention, but the present invention is not limited by the modes shown in the drawings and information shown in the drawings. To carry out or verify the present invention, means similar or equivalent to means described in the present specification can be applied, but preferable means are means described below.

[0017] FIGS. 1 to 3 are diagrams showing one embodiment of a tray for a brittle columnar body according to the present invention. FIG. 1 is a plan view (a top plan view, FIG. 2 is a sectional view cut along the AA line of FIG. 1, and FIG. 3 is a sectional view cut along the BB line of FIG. 1. Moreover, FIGS. 4 and 5 are diagrams showing a section of a part of the tray in a case where a honeycomb structure as one example of the brittle columnar body is held in the tray for the brittle columnar body shown in FIGS. 1 to 3. FIG. 4 is a sectional view cut along the II line of FIG. 1, and FIG. 5 is a sectional view cut along the JJ line of FIG. 1.

[0018] A tray 1 shown in FIGS. 1 to 5 is a tray which is used to transport or hold two columnar honeycomb structures. The tray 1 has a plate-like shape as a whole, and includes two pockets 4 which are spaces where the sides of end surfaces 12 of two honeycomb structures 11 are held. This tray 1 has raised portions at portions except corners 4a of the pockets 4 where the bottom surface and the side surface of the tray come in contact at the bottom surface and the side surfaces which form the pockets 4, respectively.

[0019] The raised portion includes a bottom surface raised portion 2 corresponding the raised portion of the bottom surface, and side surface raised portions 3 corresponding to the raised portions of the side surfaces. As apparent from FIGS. 2 to 5, at the bottom surface, a stepped portion is generated between the bottom surface raised portion 2 and a portion other than the bottom surface raised portion. On the other hand, at the side surface, the side surface raised portion 3 is smoothly connected to a portion other than the side surface raised portion, and any stepped portion is not formed. As a result, the side surface raised portions 3 are formed in a reversed tapered shape so as to enlarge toward the bottom surface.

[0020] FIG. 6 is a sectional view corresponding to FIG. 4, showing a tray having a configuration in which the stepped portion is generated. In a tray 101 shown in FIG. 6, a side surface includes a side surface raised portion, but the side surface raised portion 103 is not smoothly connected to a portion other than the side surface raised portion 103, and a stepped portion is generated. The side surface may have a configuration of the tray 101 shown in FIG. 6. In any case, an edge portion (a portion denoted with P in FIG. 4) of the honeycomb structure 11 does not abut on the tray.

[0021] FIGS. 18 to 20 showing the tray having the raised portions will hereinafter be described with reference to FIGS. 18 to 20 showing the tray having the raised portions so as to form the difference in the height or the width. In the following description with reference to FIGS. 18 to 20, it is assumed that the height TB of the raised portion 2 disposed on the bottom surface, the distance between the side surface of the raised portion 2 disposed on the bottom surface of the tray facing to the corner of the tray and the side surface of the tray is DB, the height TS of the raised portion 3 disposed on the side surfaces, and the distance DS between the side surface of the raised portion 3 disposed on the side surface of the tray facing
to the corner of the tray and the bottom surface of the tray.

[0023] FIG. 18 is a diagram showing a section of a part of the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention in a case where a honeycomb structure as one example of the brittle columnar body is held in the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention. FIGS. 19 and 20 are diagrams showing a section of a part of a conventional tray which is not the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention, in a case where a honeycomb structure as one example of the brittle columnar body is held in the conventional tray which is not the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention. In FIGS. 18 to 20, to facilitate understanding, the honeycomb structure 11 is depicted apart from the bottom surface raised portion 2 and the side surface raised portion 3.

[0024] In FIG. 18, relations of $DS > TB$ and $DB > TS$ are satisfied. As a result, the edge portion (the portion denoted with P in FIG. 18) of the honeycomb structure 11 does not abut on the tray including the bottom surface raised portion 2 and the side surface raised portion 3. On the other hand, in FIG. 19, $DB > TS$ is satisfied, but $DS < TB$ results. As a result, the edge portion (the portion denoted with P in FIG. 19) of the honeycomb structure 11 abuts on the side surface raised portion 3 as a part of the tray, and is easily damaged. In FIG. 20, $DS > TB$ is satisfied, but $DB < TS$ results. As a result, the edge portion (the portion denoted with P in FIG. 20) of the honeycomb structure 11 abuts on the bottom surface raised portion 2 as a part of the tray, and possibility of the damage rises.

[0025] The tray (for the brittle columnar body) according to the present invention can be used alone in transporting, storing and holding the brittle columnar body. Especially, a set of trays is used to hold a honeycomb structure at the respective ends of the structure, and are preferably used as a packaging body together with a box (the packaging body according to the present invention).

FIGS. 7 and 8 are perspective views showing a behavior in which the honeycomb structures are packaged in such a packaging body including one set of two trays and the box. FIG. 7 shows a behavior in which two trays 71 hold the sides of opposite (upper and lower in the drawing) end surfaces of the honeycomb structures 11 to support the honeycomb structures in order to transport or hold 15 honeycomb structures 11. FIG. 8 further shows a behavior in which a set of two trays 71 where the sides of the opposite end surfaces of the honeycomb structures 11 are held are held in a box 8. The tray 71 shown in FIGS. 7 and 8 include 15 pockets which are spaces for holding the end surfaces of 15 honeycomb structures 11 at the end sides.

[0026] Next, FIGS. 9 to 17 are diagrams showing another embodiment of the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention. This embodiment is a tray having a double structure in which on one tray member, there is superimposed another tray member to form one tray. FIGS. 9 to 11 are diagrams showing the upper tray member (i.e., a superimposing side) at a time when the members are superimposed. FIG. 9 is a plan view (a top plan view), FIG. 10 is a sectional view cut along the CC line of FIG. 9, and FIG. 11 is a sectional view cut along the DD line of FIG. 9. Moreover, FIGS. 12 to 14 are diagrams showing the lower tray member (i.e., a superimposed side) at a time when the members are superimposed. FIG. 12 is a plan view (a top plan view), FIG. 13 is a sectional view cut along the EE line of FIG. 12, and FIG. 14 is a sectional view cut along the FF line of FIG. 12. Furthermore, FIGS. 15 and 16 are diagrams showing a configuration in which two tray members are superimposed and showing a tray obtained by superimposing the tray members. FIG. 15 is a plan view (a top plan view), and FIG. 16 is a sectional view cut along the GG line of FIG. 15. When FIG. 9 is superimposed on FIG. 12, FIG. 15 is obtained. When FIG. 10 is superimposed on FIG. 13, FIG. 16 is obtained. In addition, FIG. 17 is a diagram showing a section (corresponding to FIG. 16) in a case where one set of two trays for a brittle columnar body shown in FIGS. 15 and 16 is used and the sides of opposite end surfaces of a cylindrical honeycomb structure as one example of the brittle columnar body are held.

[0027] A tray member 31 shown in FIGS. 12 to 14 is different only in the point that it does not have the raised portions disposed on the side surfaces forming the pocket 4. In other words, the tray member 31 is equal to the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention, except that the side surfaces are not provided with any raised portion. The tray member 31 has a plate-like shape as a whole, and includes two pockets 4 which are spaces where the end surfaces 12 of two honeycomb structures 11 are held at the end sides. The bottom surface forming the two pockets 4 is provided with the bottom surface raised portions 2 corresponding to the raised portions of the bottom surface at portions except the corners 4a of the pockets 4 where bottom surface comes in contact with the side surfaces.

[0028] The side surfaces of the tray member 31 are not provided with any raised portion. Therefore, when the tray members are superimposed to form a tray 41, this is realized by a tray member 21 shown in FIGS. 9 to 11. The tray member 21 has only side surface raised portions 33 which are raised portions disposed on the side surface forming the pocket 4.

[0029] The tray 41 constituted by superimposing the tray member 21 on the tray member 31 as shown in FIGS. 15 and 16 is used to transport or hold two cylindrical honeycomb structures in the same manner as in the above-mentioned tray 1. The tray 41 has a plate-like shape as a whole, and includes two pockets 4 which are spaces for holding the end surfaces 12 of two honeycomb structures 11 at the end side (see FIG. 17). In this tray 41, the bottom surface and the side surfaces forming the pockets 4 are provided with the bottom surface raised portions 2 based on the tray member 31 and the side surface raised portions 33 based on the tray member 21 at portions except the corners 4a of the pockets 4 where
the bottom surface comes in contact with the side surfaces. That is, in the tray 41, the side surfaces themselves which form the pockets 4 are given by the tray member 31, and the side surface raised portions 33 are given by the tray member 21. Therefore, it can be said that, in the tray 41, the tray member 21 and the tray member 31 are separate members and that the side surface raised portions 33 disposed on the side surfaces forming the pockets 4 can be separated from the side surfaces.

[0030] In the tray 41, as shown in FIGS. 15 to 17 and FIGS. 12 to 14, the bottom surface forming the pocket 4 is constituted of the same tray member 31, and a stepped portion is generated between the bottom surface raised portion 2 and a portion other than the bottom surface raised portion in the same manner as in the tray 1. On the other hand, as shown in FIGS. 15 to 17 and FIGS. 9 to 11, at the side surface, the side surface raised portions 33 are disposed on the tray member 21 superimposed on the tray member 31 and being apart from the side of the tray 31 disposed at the lower side. Therefore, the side surface raised portions are disposed above the side surface of the lower tray member 31. Moreover, in two pockets disposed on the tray 41, the side surface raised portions 33 of the side surface abuts on the peripheral surface 13 of the honeycomb structure 11 to fix the honeycomb structure 11. In the tray 41, as shown in FIGS. 15 to 17 and FIGS. 9 to 11, at the side surface, the side surface raised portions 33 are disposed on the side surface of the lower tray member 31. Therefore, the side surface raised portions are disposed above the side surface of the lower tray member 31. Moreover, in two pockets disposed on the tray 41, the side surface raised portions 33 of the side surface abuts on the peripheral surface 13 of the honeycomb structure 11 to fix the honeycomb structure 11.

[0031] Next, FIG. 21 is a diagram showing a still another embodiment of the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention. FIG. 21 is a sectional view corresponding to FIG. 2 showing the tray 1 as described above and corresponding to FIG. 16 showing the tray 41. A tray 51 shown in FIG. 21 has a thickness larger than that of the tray 1 or 41 described above. The trays 1, 41 have a shape which is suitable to be prepared by a vacuum forming process or the like using a plastic material, whereas the tray 51 has a shape suitable to be prepared by a foam forming process or the like using a plastic material.

[0032] The tray 51 is used to transport or hold two cylindrical honeycomb structures. The tray 51 has a plate-like shape as a whole, and includes two pockets 4 which are spaces to hold the surfaces of two honeycomb structures in the end sides. In this tray 51, a bottom surface and side surfaces forming the pockets 4 are provided with raised portions at portions except corners 4a of the pockets 4 where the bottom surface comes in contact with the side surfaces.

[0033] The raised portions include bottom surface raised portions 52 corresponding to the raised portions of the bottom surface, and side surface raised portions 53 corresponding to the raised portions of the side surfaces. As apparent from FIG. 21, at the bottom surface, stepped portions are generated between the bottom surface raised portions 52 and the portions other than the bottom surface raised portions. Moreover, at the side surfaces, stepped portions are similarly generated between the side surface raised portions 53 and portions other than the side surface raised portions. In two pockets of the tray 51, at the bottom surface, the bottom surface raised portions 52 abut on the end surfaces of the honeycomb structures, and at the side surface, the side surface raised portions 53 abut on the peripheral surfaces of the honeycomb structures to fix the honeycomb structures.

[0034] Next, a method of manufacturing the tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention will be described. The tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention can be prepared by a vacuum forming process or the like by use of a plastic material including a main component such as polypropylene, polyethylene, polyethylene terephthalate or vinyl chloride. Alternatively, the tray may be prepared by a foam forming operation, an attaching operation and the like by use of polypropylene, polyethylene, polyethylene terephthalate or vinyl chloride. There is not any special restriction on specific means, and the tray may be prepared by a known method. Furthermore, the tray may be prepared by a punch forming operation, a member attaching operation and the like by use of paper, especially cardboard paper or hard paper. Especially, the tray prepared by a foam-formed material has a further improved damage preventing performance owing to a buffer property and elasticity of the material.

[0035] The tray for the brittle columnar body according to the present invention is usable as means for satisfactorily storing or transporting brittle columnar products such as a ceramic product, a narrow-sense glass product and a plastic product. Especially, the tray is preferably used as means for storing or transporting the honeycomb structure for use as a catalyst or a filter to purify an exhaust gas from a car.

Claims

1. A tray (1) for a brittle columnar body (11) which is used to transport or hold the brittle columnar body (11), the tray (1) having a plate-like shape and at least one pocket (4) for holding the brittle columnar body at one end of the columnar body; and the tray having raised portions (2,3,33) respectively on a bottom surface and on side surfaces defining the pocket at portions other than a corner portion of the pocket where the bottom surface and the side surface of the tray come in contact, wherein a height of the raised portion (2) disposed on the bottom surface of the tray: TB; a distance between the side surface facing to the corner of the tray of the raised portion (3) disposed on the side surface of the tray and the bottom surface of the tray: DS; an inwardly projecting height of the raised portion (3) disposed on the side surface of the tray: TS; and a distance between the side surface facing to the corner of the tray of the raised portion (2) disposed on the bottom surface of the tray and the side surface of the tray.
surface of the tray: DB, meet the relations of DS > TB and DB > TS; and wherein the tray has one of the following features:

a. said raised portions (3) on said side surfaces of the pocket (4) are provided by first side surfaces of the pocket (4) which have a tapered shape so as to enlarge towards the bottom surface and which alternate, in the circumferential direction of the pocket, with second side surfaces (5) of the pocket which have a tapered shape towards the bottom surface,
b. said raised portions (3) on said side surfaces of the pocket (4) are provided by stepped portions of the side surfaces of the pocket (4),
c. said tray has two superimposed tray members (21, 31), the upper one (21) of said tray members providing only side surface raised portions (33) which are said raised portions (33) disposed on side surfaces of said pocket and the lower one (31) of said tray members providing the base wall of the pocket including said raised portion (2) disposed on a bottom surface of the tray in the form of a stepped portion.

2. The tray for the brittle columnary body according to claim 1, which is formed of a main material including one of polypropylene, polyethylene, polyethylene terephthalate, vinyl chloride, iron, aluminum and paper.

3. The tray for the brittle columnar body according to claim 1 or 2, which is formed of a foam material.

4. A packaging body comprising:
   a set of two trays (1) for the brittle columnar body (11), the trays being according to any one of claims 1 to 3; and
   a box (8) for housing the set of two trays (1) for the brittle columnar body and the brittle columnar body (11) supported by the two trays for the brittle columnar body.

Patentansprüche

1. Transportschale (1) für einen brüchigen säulenförmigen Körper (11) zum Transport oder Halten des brüchigen säulenförmigen Körpers (11), wobei die Transportschale (1) plattenförmig ist und zumindest eine Tasche (4) zum Halten des brüchigen säulenförmigen Körpers an einem Ende des säulenförmigen Körpers aufweist; und wobei die Transportschale jeweils auf einer unteren Oberfläche und seitlichen Oberflächen, die die Tasche definieren, in anderen Abschnitten als einem Eckabschnitt der Tasche, an dem sich die untere Oberfläche und die seitliche Oberfläche der Transportschale berühren, erhöhte Abschnitte (2, 3, 33) aufweist, wobei die Höhe des erhöhten Abschnitts (2), der auf der unteren Oberfläche der Transportschale angeordnet ist, TB ist; der Abstand zwischen der der Ecke der Transportschale des auf der seitlichen Oberfläche der Transportschale angeordneten erhöhten Abschnitts (3) zugewandten seitlichen Oberfläche und der unteren Oberfläche der Transportschale DS ist; die nach innen vorstehende Höhe des auf der seitlichen Oberfläche der Transportschale angeordneten erhöhten Abschnitts (3) TS ist und der Abstand zwischen der der Ecke der Transportschale des auf der unteren Oberfläche der Transportschale angeordneten erhöhten Abschnitts (2) zugewandten seitlichen Oberfläche der Transportschale DB ist, und diese folgende Beziehungen erfüllen DS > TB und DB > TS; und wobei die Transportschale eines der folgenden Merkmale aufweist:
   a. die erhöhten Abschnitte (3) an den seitlichen Oberflächen der Tasche (4) sind durch erste seitliche Oberflächen der Tasche (4) bereitgestellt, die eine sich verjüngende Form aufweisen, um sich in Richtung der unteren Oberfläche zu erweitern und sich in Umfangsrichtung der Tasche mit zweiten seitlichen Oberflächen (5) der Tasche abwechseln, die eine sich in Richtung der unteren Oberfläche verjüngende Form aufweisen;
   b. die erhöhten Abschnitte (3) an den seitlichen Oberflächen der Tasche (4) sind durch stufenförmige Abschnitte der seitlichen Oberflächen der Tasche (4) bereitgestellt;
   c. die Transportschale weist zwei übereinander angeordnete Transportschalenelemente (21, 31) auf, wobei das obere Element (21) der Transportschalenelemente nur erhöhte Abschnitte (33) der seitlichen Oberfläche bereitstellt, die die erhöhten Abschnitte (33) sind, die an den seitlichen Oberflächen der Tasche angeordnet sind, und das untere Element (31) der Transportschalenelemente die Basiswand der Tasche einschließlich der an der unteren Oberfläche der Transportschale bereitgestellten, erhöhten Abschnitte (2) in Form eines stufenförmigen Abschnitts bereitstellen.

2. Transportschale für einen brüchigen säulenförmigen Körper nach Anspruch 1, die aus einem Hauptmaterial besteht, das eines aus Polypropylen, Polyethylen, Polyethylenterepthalat, Vinylchlorid, Eisen, Aluminium und Papier umfasst.

3. Transportschale für einen brüchigen säulenförmigen Körper nach Anspruch 2, die aus einem Hauptmaterial besteht, das eines aus Polypropylen, Polyethylen, Polyethylenterepthalat, Vinylchlorid, Eisen, Aluminium und Papier umfasst.
gen Körper nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, die aus einem Schaummaterial besteht.

4. Verpackungskörper, umfassend:

einen Satz von zwei Transportschalen (1) für den brüchigen säulenförmigen Körper (11), wobei die Transportschalen nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3 ausgebildet sind; und ein Kasten (8) zur Aufnahme des Satzes von zwei Transportschalen (1) für den brüchigen säulenförmigen Körper und des durch die beiden Transportschalen für den brüchigen säulenförmigen Körper gehaltenen brüchigen säulenförmigen Körpers (11).

Revendications

1. Plateau (1) pour un corps colonnaire fragile (11) qui est utilisé pour transporter ou tenir le corps colonnaire fragile (11), le plateau (1) ayant une forme semblable à un plateau et au moins une poche (4) pour retenir le corps colonnaire fragile à une extrémité du corps colonnaire; et le plateau ayant des portions relevées (2, 3, 33) respectivement sur une surface inférieure et sur des surfaces latérales définissant la poche à des portions autres qu’une portion de coin de la poche où la surface inférieure et la surface latérale du plateau viennent en contact, où une hauteur de la portion relevée (2) disposée sur la surface inférieure du plateau: TB; une distance entre la surface latérale orientée vers le coin du plateau de la portion relevée (3) disposée sur la surface latérale du plateau et la surface inférieure du plateau: DS; une hauteur de saillie vers l'intérieur de la portion relevée (3) disposée sur la surface latérale du plateau: TS; et une distance entre la surface latérale orientée vers le coin du plateau de la portion relevée (2) disposée sur la surface inférieure du plateau et la surface latérale du plateau: DB, répondent aux relations de DS > TB et DB > TS; et où le plateau possède une des caractéristiques suivantes:

a. lesdites portions relevées (3) sur lesdites surfaces latérales de la poche (4) sont réalisées par des premières surfaces latérales de la poche (4) qui ont une forme conique de manière à s’élargir vers la surface inférieure et qui alternent, dans la direction circonférentielle de la poche, avec des deuxième surfaces latérales (5) de la poche qui ont une forme conique vers la surface inférieure,

b. lesdites portions relevées (3) sur lesdites surfaces latérales de la poche (4) sont réalisées par des portions étagées des surfaces latérales de la poche (4),

c. ledit plateau possède deux éléments de plateau superposés (21, 31), l’élément supérieur (21) parmi lesdits éléments de plateau réalisant seulement des portions relevées de surface latérale (33) qui sont lesdites portions relevées (33) disposées sur les surfaces latérales de la dite poche et l’élément inférieur (31) desdits éléments de plateau réalisant la paroi de base de la poche incluant ladite portion relevée (2) disposée sur une surface inférieure du plateau sous la forme d’une portion étagée.

2. Plateau pour le corps colonnaire fragile selon la revendication 1, qui est formé en un matériau principal comportant un parmi le polypropylène, polyéthylène, polyéthylène téréphtalate, chlorure de vinyle, fer, aluminium et papier.

3. Plateau pour le corps colonnaire fragile selon la revendication 1 ou 2, qui est réalisé en un matériau mousse.

4. Corps d’emballage comprenant:

un ensemble de deux plateaux (1) pour le corps colonnaire fragile (11), les plateaux étant selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3; et une boîte (8) pour loger l’ensemble des deux plateaux (1) pour le corps colonnaire fragile et le corps colonnaire fragile (11) supporté par les deux plateaux pour le corps colonnaire fragile.
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